Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Administration of taxanes in the adjuvant setting improves disease-free survival and overall survival (OS) in early breast cancer, although the absolute survival benefit is rather small across studies (\~3--7 %) \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. To date, taxanes are beneficial in the adjuvant setting irrespective of the patient's age, lymph-node involvement, estrogen-receptor status, and HER2 status \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. Weekly paclitaxel and every-3 week docetaxel seem to be the most effective means of administering these drugs in the adjuvant setting \[[@CR5]\]. However, taxanes are associated with toxic side-effects and, thus, identification of which patients benefit (or not) from the addition of this class of drugs is an unmet medical need.

Over the last decade, global gene expression profiling has given us insights into the biological complexity of breast tumors, and clinically applicable gene expression-based assays are being developed for the prediction of prognosis and/or treatment benefit \[[@CR6]--[@CR14]\]. Among them, the PAM50 classifier identifies the four major biologic subtypes of breast cancer referred to as Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2-enriched, and Basal-like. The genomic subtype classification has shown clinical application for prognosis in patients receiving only surgical treatment without adjuvant therapy \[[@CR11]\], and adjuvant endocrine blockade without chemotherapy \[[@CR14]\]. In this study, we explored the possible interaction between paclitaxel treatment and overall survival (OS) with (1) the PAM50 intrinsic subtypes, (2) the PAM50 proliferation score, and (3) various clinical--pathological variables using tissue blocks collected from the phase III GEICAM/9906 trial. A subsequent similar analysis for OS was also performed in a second data set of breast cancer patients with metastatic disease from the CALGB/9342 and 9840 trials, which compared weekly paclitaxel versus paclitaxel every 3 weeks.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Patients, samples and clinical data {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------

The GEICAM/9906 trial was a prospective adjuvant multi-center randomized phase III study (*n* = 1,246 subjects) comparing six cycles of FEC (control arm) versus four cycles of FEC followed by eight weekly cycles of paclitaxel at 100 mg/m2 (FEC-P, experimental arm) in node-positive breast cancers in the era before adjuvant trastuzumab was available. Hormonal therapy followed chemotherapy in patients with estrogen and/or progesterone receptor positive disease. The primary endpoint of the GEICAM/9906 clinical trial was disease-free survival. Secondary endpoints were: (a) OS; (b) prognostic and predictive value of molecular/genomic markers; and (c) safety. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, approved by the ethics committees at all participating institutions and the Spanish Health Authority, and it was registered at [www.clinicaltrials.gov](http://www.clinicaltrials.gov) (identifier code: NCT00129922). All patients provided written informed consent for therapy randomization and molecular analyses. Details of the study design and patients' characteristics have been previously reported \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor blocks were available on 825 patients. H&E sections from each FFPE tissue block were reviewed by a pathologist at GEICAM's central laboratory. At least two tumor cores were extracted from areas containing representative invasive breast carcinoma using a 1 mm core punch. A detailed protocol of RNA extraction from FFPE tissue and the RT-qPCR PAM50 assay have been previously described \[[@CR11]\].

PAM50 subtype classification {#Sec4}
----------------------------

Samples were gene expression profiled using the previously described RT-qPCR assay and analyzed using the clinical algorithm for subtype prediction \[[@CR11], [@CR17]\] (online resource Fig. S1). Samples were assigned into the following intrinsic subtype categories: Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2-enriched, Basal-like, and Normal-like. Samples classified as Normal-like were excluded from further analyses due to the potential for misclassification resulting from normal breast tissue or stroma contamination within the tumor specimen \[[@CR18]\]. In addition to the subtype classification, we calculated a PAM50 proliferation score using the previously described 11-gene signature (BIRC5, CCNB1, CDC20, CDCA1, CEP55, KNTC2, MKI67, PTTG1, RRM2, TYMS, UBE2C) \[[@CR14]\]. The significance of proliferation was evaluated using a classification into quartiles, and using the proliferation scores as a continuous variable.

Immunohistochemical (IHC) Ki-67 quantification {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------

Ki-67 status was assessed in a central laboratory on paraffin sections by an immunohistochemical method using Clone MIB 1 antibody (DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark). Ki67 score was defined as the percentage of total number of tumor cells with nuclear staining.

Independent evaluation using the CALGB/9342 and 9840 data set {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The CALGB/9342 clinical trial compared three different doses (175, 210, and 250 mg/m^2^) of paclitaxel administered every 3 weeks, and the higher doses did not improve response rate (primary endpoint) or overall survival (secondary endpoint) \[[@CR19]\]. The phase III CALGB/9840 clinical trial showed superiority of weekly paclitaxel versus paclitaxel every 3 weeks in metastatic breast cancer based on an increased response rate (primary endpoint) \[[@CR20]\]. Samples from 240 patients of the CALGB/9342 and 9840 trials had FFPE tumor tissue blocks available for nucleic acid/RNA extraction. Invasive disease was identified on H&E sections, and one to three 1.5 mm cores were punched from the top down in the designated tumor areas of each FFPE block. The cores were deparaffinized with xylene at 50 °C for 3 min. RNA was extracted using the RecoverAll Total Nucleic Acid Isolation kit (Applied Biosystems) following the manufacturer's protocol. Tumor samples from 237 patients had adequate RNA for hybridization. The isolated RNA was hybridized to Whole-Genome DASL (HumanRef8 V 3.0, Illumina) at the Yale Center for Genome Analysis. Of 1,048 patients included in the CALGB/9342 and 9840 trials, 222 FFPE individual primary tumors were successfully gene expression profiled using the DASL platform (online resource Fig. S2). Patient characteristics of the combined data set can be found in online resource Table S1.

Statistical analysis {#Sec7}
--------------------

The analysis of the GEICAM/9906 trial has a prospective--retrospective design (retrospective analysis of a randomized prospective trial) with pre-specified study objectives and pre-specified laboratory assays in a predefined population \[[@CR21]\]. The primary pre-specified objectives of the current study were to determine whether the PAM50 subtypes, and/or the PAM50 proliferation score, were associated with OS and/or predictive of paclitaxel benefit. The Kaplan--Meier method was used to estimate overall survival (OS), and the log-rank test was used to compare OS between groups. Univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazard models were used to examine the association of each variable with survival and interaction between treatment and PAM50 subtype and proliferation. Similar OS analyses were performed in the CALGB/9342 and 9840 combined data set. The results are presented in accordance with reporting recommendations for tumor marker prognostic studies (REMARK) criteria \[[@CR22]\].

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Patient demographics {#Sec9}
--------------------

Tumor blocks were available for 829 patients from the GEICAM/9906 trial, and PAM50 genomic profiling was successful in 820 samples (99.4 %) of patients whose informed consent was obtained (online resource Fig. S1), which represents 66 % of the original 1,246 sample set of the GEICAM/9906 trial \[[@CR15]\]. The demographic and prognostic features, as well as the 8-year OS of patients included in this sub-study were similar to those of the overall study population (data not shown). The distribution of the patient's clinical--pathological characteristics included in this study is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Patient clinical--pathological characteristics of the GEICAM/9906 data setVariablesArmArmTotal sampleFECFEC-P*N* = 417 (%)*N* = 403 (%)*N* = 820 (%)Age (year) \<50197 (47.2)197 (48.9)394 (48.0) ≥50220 (52.8)206 (51.1)426 (52.0)Menopausal status Pre223 (53.5)220 (54.6)443 (54.0) Post194 (46.5)183 (45.4)377 (46.0)Nodal status 1--3257 (64.0)250 (62.0)507 (61.8) \>4160 (38.4)153 (38.0)313 (38.2)Histologic grade G154 (12.9)54 (13.4)108 (13.2) G2175 (42.0)162 (40.2)337 (41.1) G3160 (38.4)156 (38.7)316 (38.5) GX28 (6.7)31 (7.7)59 (7.2)Primary tumor size T1158 (37.9)184 (45.7)342 (41.7) T2236 (56.6)196 (48.6)432 (52.7) T323 (5.5)23 (5.7)46 (5.6)Estrogen receptor Negative95 (22.8)77 (19.1)172 (21.0) Positive321 (77.0)324 (80.4)645 (78.7)Progesterone receptor Negative143 (34.3)103 (25.6)246 (30.0) Positive272 (65.2)298 (73.9)570 (70.0)Her2 status Negative369 (88.5)329 (81.6)698 (85.1) Positive45 (10.8)71 (17.6)116 (14.1)Ki-67-IHC Low (≤13 %)278 (66.7)279 (62.9)557 (67.9) High (\>13 %)132 (31.7)111 (27.5)243 (29.6)Subtype_Prediction Luminal A129 (30.9)149 (37.0)278 (33.9) Luminal B146 (35.0)118 (29.3)264 (32.1) Her2-enriched85 (20.4)91 (22.6)176 (21.4) Basal-like45 (10.8)26 (6.4)71 (8.7) Normal-like12 (2.9)19 (4.7)31 (3.9)11-GeneProliferation Low (lowest quartile, ≤3.9)98 (23.5)110 (27.3)208 (25.4) High (\>3.9)319 (76.5)293 (72.7)612 (74.6)

Overall survival outcomes {#Sec10}
-------------------------

In the study population (*N* = 820), with a median follow up of 8.7 years, OS of the FEC-P arm was significantly superior compared to the FEC arm (unadjusted hazard ratio \[HR\] for OS 0.693, 95 % confidence interval \[CI\] 0.519--0.927, *p* = 0.013) with 8-year OS rates in the FEC and FEC-P arms of 76 and 82 %, respectively (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). These results are consistent with OS analysis in GEICAM/9906 trial. Univariate analysis revealed the following variables significantly associated with OS: menopausal status, nodal status, histopathologic grade, tumor size, ER status, PR status, Ki67, PAM50 subtypes, and PAM50 proliferation score. As expected, the PAM50 Luminal A tumors showed the best outcome (88 % OS at 8 years), followed by Luminal B (76 %), Basal-like (70 %), and HER2-enriched (71 %) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Compared to Luminal A tumors, Luminal B, HER2-enriched, and Basal-like tumors showed an unadjusted HR for OS of 1.99 (1.35--2.97), 2.60 (1.52--4.40), and 2.62 (1.74--3.95), respectively. Interestingly, although the PAM50 proliferation score and Ki-67 were found significantly associated with OS (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the separation of the curves by quartile distribution was found to be greater using the PAM50 proliferation score compared to Ki-67 by IHC.Fig. 1Kaplan-Meier plots for overall survival in the GEICAM/9906 data set according to **a** treatment arm and **b** PAM50 intrinsic subtypeFig. 2Kaplan-Meier plots for overall survival in the GEICAM/9906 data set according to **a** PAM50 proliferation Score (quartiles) and **b** IHC Ki-67 (quartiles)

Among the variables evaluated, tumor size, nodal status, and PAM50 proliferation score were found to be independent predictors of OS in multivariate analysis with treatment arm showing a tendency for significance (*p* = 0.067) (online resource Table S2). Of note, Ki-67 by IHC and histologic grade were superseded by the information provided by the PAM50 proliferation score.

Effect of paclitaxel in the PAM50 subtypes and by proliferation score {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Kaplan--Meier plots for OS comparing treatment with FEC-P versus FEC were evaluated in each group category defined by the PAM50 assay. The individual PAM50 subtypes were not found to be predictive of paclitaxel efficacy. On the other hand, a benefit from paclitaxel was observed in patients whose tumors had a low PAM50 proliferation score (unadjusted HR = 0.23 within the lowest quartile, CI 0.09--0.57, *p* \< 0.001), showing an improvement of the 8-year OS from 83 to 94 % (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). The PAM50 subtype distribution within the low quartile group (*n* = 181) of the proliferation score was as follows: Luminal A 76.24 %, Luminal B 6.63 %, HER2-enriched 17.13 %, and Basal-like 0 %. No benefit of paclitaxel was observed within the other PAM50 proliferation score groups when evaluated individually (data not shown), or when combined into one group (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b), where the unadjusted HR for OS was 0.85 (CI 0.62--1.16).Fig. 3Kaplan--Meier plots for overall survival comparing treatments according to the PAM50 proliferation score levels. **a** low proliferation score group (lowest quartile) in the GEICAM/9906 data set; **b** high proliferation score group (second, third, and fourth quartiles combined) in the GEICAM/9906 data set. **c** low proliferation score group (lowest quartile) in the CALGB/9342 and 9840 data set; **d** high proliferation score group (second, third, and fourth quartiles combined) in the CALGB/9342 and 9840 data set. P, paclitaxel

Relationship of the PAM50 proliferation score and paclitaxel benefit {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To test the statistical validity of the relationship between the magnitude of paclitaxel benefit and the PAM50 proliferation score, a formal test of statistical interaction between proliferation score and paclitaxel treatment effect was performed. In a multivariate analysis of Cox models containing paclitaxel treatment and PAM50 proliferation score, the tests for interaction were found to be statistically significant (*p* = 0.006 as a continuous variable; *p* = 0.019 as group categories using quartile expression). In addition, a multivariate model for the interaction between PAM50 Proliferation Score and paclitaxel treatment that was adjusted for all clinical--pathological variables showed continued significance of the interaction between PAM50 proliferation score and paclitaxel treatment (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Interaction of paclitaxel treatment with the PAM50 proliferation score in a multivariate cox proportional hazard model in the GEICAM/9906 data setVariables*P* valueHRCI 95 %Treatment Arm (FEC-P as reference) FEC0.0083.4571.374--8.696 Age (\<50 as reference) ≥500.5450.8330.461--1.506Menopausal status (pre as reference) Postmenopausal0.1071.6300.901--2.951 Primary tumor size (T1 as reference)0.004 T20.0181.5151.074--2.136 T30.0022.5861.435--4.659 Histologic grade (G1 as reference)0.125 G20.0691.8750.951--3.694 G30.0571.9770.980--3.989 GX0.8521.0920.436--2.735Nodal status (1--3 as reference) 4+0.0011.6481.217--2.230 ER (positive as reference) Negative0.9801.0060.630--1.608PR (positive as reference) Negative0.1431.3470.904--2.007Her2 (positive as reference) Negative0.7261.0800.703--1.659 Ki-67 (continuous)0.7101.0020.991--1.01311-GeneProliferation (low as reference) High0.0083.2341.354--7.723 11-GeneProliferation\*arm0.0310.3420.129--0.908 Subtype PAM50 (luminal A as reference)0.621 Luminal B0.4311.1990.763--1.886 Her2-enriched0.1281.4780.894--2.445 Basal-like0.6331.1940.576--2.475 Normal-like0.5841.3480.463--3.928

To explore the degree of benefit from paclitaxel treatment in relationship to the PAM50 Proliferation score as a continuous function, the likelihood of OS was fit as a linear function of the PAM50 Proliferation score for both arms. Consistent with the above analysis, the magnitude of paclitaxel benefit appeared to increase continuously as the PAM50 Proliferation score decreased (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 48-year OS event probability in the GEICAM/9906 data set according to the PAM50 proliferation score and treatment arm

Paclitaxel benefit and clinical--pathological variables {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------------------

In order to identify other predictors of response to weekly paclitaxel, the interaction of paclitaxel treatment with clinical--pathological variables (age, menopausal status, histologic grade, tumor size, ER \[IHC\] status, PR \[IHC\] status, Ki-67 \[IHC\], and HER2 status \[IHC/CISH\]) was also evaluated. No significant interactions between these variables and treatment were found.

Independent evaluation of the PAM50 proliferation score and weekly paclitaxel benefit {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The unexpected result in GEICAM/9906 suggested that the schedule of paclitaxel administration might be important. To independently evaluate the relationship between low Proliferation score and weekly paclitaxel benefit, we evaluated PAM50 gene expression data from 222 patients that were treated, in the metastatic setting, with either weekly paclitaxel or paclitaxel every 3 weeks (3-weekly) in the CALGB/9342 and 9840 clinical trials (online resource Fig. S2). In the combined data set, 3-weekly paclitaxel showed a decrease in the secondary endpoint of OS compared to weekly paclitaxel (unadjusted HR = 0.69, CI 0.51--0.93, *p* = 0.013), and the PAM50 subtypes were found to be independent predictors of OS in multivariate analysis (online resource Fig. S3A, B).

Similar to our previous observation, a benefit from weekly paclitaxel was only observed in patients whose tumors had a low PAM50 proliferation score (3-weekly vs. weekly, unadjusted HR = 2.09 within the lowest quartile, CI 1.17--3.32, *p* = 0.0057) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, d). However, a formal test of statistical interaction between PAM50 proliferation score and treatment did not reach statistical significance (*p* = 0.109). Finally, the individual PAM50 subtypes were not found to be predictive of weekly paclitaxel efficacy (data not shown).

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

In the era of personalized medicine, new tools that may be able to provide clinically useful prognostic and predictive information for breast cancer patients are needed \[[@CR23]\]. Two genomic assays (OncotypeDX and Mammaprint) provide prognostic information in early breast cancer (6--8), and OncotypeDX provides predictive information of benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy (CMF or CAF) in ER-positive disease \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]. However, the ability of these and other assays to predict treatment benefit to modern taxane regimens, and/or the benefit to specific drugs, remains to be determined.

A measure of proliferation is an important component of tests used for prognosis, especially in early stage ER-positive breast cancer. Proliferation is also incorporated into histologic grading, either by counting mitotic figures (i.e., modified Nottingham--Bloom--Richardson score) or by developing a mitotic index using a cell cycle regulated biomarker such as Ki-67 \[[@CR24]--[@CR26]\]. However, using more quantitative methods and many cell cycle regulated genes to assess proliferation can provide more powerful and objective prognostic information over grade or a mitotic index by Ki-67 \[[@CR14]\]. In this study, we found that the PAM50 proliferation score signature, which is the average expression value of 11 proliferation-related genes, was predictive for benefit of weekly paclitaxel in the adjuvant setting. It is important to note that although we did not test pre-specified cutoffs of this signature in the GEICAM/9906 trial, the HR for OS in the low quartile group was highly significant in magnitude and *p* value (unadjusted HR = 0.232, *p* = 0.002). In addition, the test of interaction between paclitaxel treatment and PAM50 Proliferation score was statistically significant, even when all other clinical--pathological variables were considered. More importantly, the relationship between low proliferative status as determined by gene expression and weekly paclitaxel benefit was not excluded in an independent data set (the CALGB/9342 and 9840 clinical trials) where the interaction test did not reach statistical significance possibly due to the smaller sample size.

We and others have previously reported that the benefit of adding weekly adjuvant paclitaxel to anthracycline-based chemotherapy is small \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. Thus, identification of which patients might benefit the most from this drug and schedule seems justified. Traditional clinical--pathological parameters (i.e., age, tumor size, number of positive nodes, ER status, PR status, and HER2 status) and the PAM50 intrinsic subtypes were not found to be predictive of adjuvant paclitaxel efficacy. These results are in contrast with data from the CALBG 9344/Intergroup 0148 trial where HER2 status was predictive of adjuvant paclitaxel efficacy \[[@CR27]\]. However, the asymmetry in the duration of chemotherapy between the arms in CALGB/9344, and the difference in dose (100 vs. 175 mg/m^2^) and schedule (weekly vs. every 3 weeks) makes difficult the interpretation of their results in light of our present findings. In fact, other studies looking at the same relationship have reported contradictory results \[[@CR28]--[@CR30]\], and in these studies, the dose and schedule of the paclitaxel also vary; thus it is likely that when comparing paclitaxel efficacy across studies, the dose and schedule must also be taken into account.

Many other single biomarkers such as ER, tau protein, and Ki-67 have been proposed as predictors of response to taxanes or paclitaxel in particular \[[@CR31]--[@CR39]\]. Some of these studies contain significant weaknesses such as small sample sizes and lack of test standardizations, and none of them has been clinically implemented. Interestingly, in our study, the proliferation-related biomarker, Ki-67 by IHC, did not predict paclitaxel benefit despite being evaluated at a central pathology laboratory, while the 11-gene proliferation score was significant.

At a first glance, our results showing an association between low expression of proliferation-related genes and benefit from weekly paclitaxel could appear unexpected since it is generally assumed that chemotherapy is not efficacious in tumors with low proliferative activity, such as Luminal A tumors. For example, using an IHC/FISH panel to classify tumors into the various intrinsic subtypes, Hugh et al. \[[@CR40]\] reported that the TAC (docetaxel, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide) regimen was superior to FAC (5-fluorouracil, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide) in Luminal B tumors, but not in Luminal A tumors. However, using the same IHC/FISH panel, we found in a prior study that the Luminal A subtype appears to derive a significant benefit from weekly paclitaxel in the GEICAM/9906 trial \[[@CR16]\]. Although it is generally assumed that paclitaxel and docetaxel share a similar mechanism of action and, therefore, target a similar tumor population, this might not be the case as docetaxel could potentially be more efficacious in highly proliferative tumors. In fact, in a neoadjuvant randomized phase II study comparing docetaxel monotherapy to doxorubicin monotherapy, the highly-proliferative Basal tumors (as defined by the research-based PAM50 assay) were found to be especially sensitive to docetaxel \[[@CR41]\]. Similarly, Penault-Llorca et al. \[[@CR42]\] reported that the benefit from adjuvant docetaxel in breast cancer patients with ER-positive tumors was mainly limited to those with high proliferation as measured by Ki-67 IHC-based index. Therefore, the possibility that weekly paclitaxel versus every 3-weekly docetaxel targets different populations of tumors is a distinct hypothesis that merits further investigation.

The main target of paclitaxel seems to be the beta-tubulin protein, and its primary cellular effect is to cause abnormal stabilization of the dynamic microtubule polymerization, leading to the failure of mitosis. Other mechanisms such as generation of early reactive oxygen radicals and antiangiogenic effects have also been proposed \[[@CR43]--[@CR45]\]. It has also been suggested that the antitumor effect of paclitaxel could depend on drug exposure \[[@CR46]\], and this could explain the increasing antitumor activity associated with weekly administrations \[[@CR5]\]. For example, the main treatment effect we observed in GEICAM/9906 and CALGB/9342 and 9840 may be explained by Gompertzian kinetics \[[@CR47]\]. According to this hypothesis, a near continuous dose that is given over an extended period of time is able to effectively target the slow growing tumors, but conversely this low dose never achieves a high enough level to kill the rapidly growing tumors. In order to further test this possibility and to validate the predictive value of the PAM50 proliferation score, new confirmatory studies involving patients from additional trials that evaluated weekly and non-weekly paclitaxel containing regimens like ECOG-1199 and GEICAM/2003-02 are needed.
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